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This document contains the proceedings of the 21 st annual Battery Workshop held at
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland on November 1-3, 1988. The
Workshop attendees included manufacturers, users, and government representatives
interested in the latest developments in battery technology as they relate to high
reliability operations and aerospace use. The subjects covered included battery
testing methodologies and criteria, life testing of nickel-cadmium cells, testing and
operation of nickel-hydrogen batteries in low earth orbit, and nickel-hydrogen
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Goddard Space Flight Center
I would like to thank you for your continuing interest in the annual NASA Battery
Workshop. We sincerely hope that the 1988 Workshop was as informative and
enlightening as the past Workshops.
The first day was devoted to the presentations and discussion by the task groups that
were formed this summer at the NASA sponsored Nickel-Cadmium Gates Cell
Mini-Workshop at the Marshall Space Flight Center addressing recent test failures of
the Gates Aerospace Batteries nickel-cadmium cells. Seven different task groups
reported at the 1988 Workshop with the goal of improving the reliability of the
aerospace nickel-cadmium cells. The task groups reported on 1) uniformity of the
tests; 2) uniformity of the destructive physical analyses; 3) separator test and criteria;
4) plate issues; 5) future cell design; 6) evaluation of the on-ground life cycle data; and
7) quality oversight. I want to thank and congratulate the task group members for
their effort and work in bringing their findings to the aerospace battery community.
The workshop continued with the NiCd session in the second morning with
presentations on the nickel-cadmium cell/battery life testing. The 1988 Workshop
was concluded with a full day-'s worth of presentation on the nickel-hydrogen
cell/battery technology, covering simulated life cycle testing, component discussions,
and current issues / concerns.
We would like to thank all the people that helped making the 1988 Workshop a
success. We would like to thank the attendees, presenters, session chairmen and
especially the task team members for the time and effort they have put in, for
making the Workshop an active forum for discussion of aerospace cells and batteries.
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GATES AEROSPACE BATTERIES PRESENTATION
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In response to our discussion of October 24th, 1988, I thought it vould be
appropriate to provide Gates Aerospace Battery with a position statement
detailing the philosophical and structural quality changes currently
transpiring within Gates Energy Products, Inc.
POSIT_OU STATEMENT
Gates Energy Products, Inc. is committed to supplying Gates Aerospace
Battery vith highly consistent plate product through cost efficient quality
manufacturing. That is; providing our valued customer with:
The Right Quantity...
At The Right Time...
Of The Right Quality...
For The Right Cost...
This will be achieved by the development and implementation of a three fold
process •
I. Restructuring of the Formal Quality Entity
All quality functions including a) purchased material control,
b) process/product audit, c) process (PMQC) engineering, d) product
test labs, and e) customer support services now report to the Manager
of NiCd Quality; a staff position reporting directly to the Vice
President of Manufacturing. This structure will elicit a broadbased,
yet focused, quality system providing product/process maintenance,
continuous improvement and cultural direction to insure that leading
edge quality/manufacturing is inherent in the I990"s and beyond.
5O
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II. Full Implementation of Traditional Quality System
Policies and procedural documentation will be developed and implemented












Specifications change and control
Gauge calibration and gauge R&R evaluation
Process/product instructions and inspection procedures
Control of non-conforming product
Problem identification and resolution
Final test and audit
Lot control/traceability
Ill. Implementation of "Preventative Manufacturing Quality Control"
Philosophy (PMQC)
Preventative Manufacturing quality Control is a philosophy/culture
developed to support a manufacturing system which allows both quality
and productivity to occur with balanced equivalence.
In theory, PMQC integrates both manufacturing and quality into one
homogeneous system. PMQC is extremely production operator oriented and
includes all "preventative" manufacturing techniques used to control













PMQC involves continually analyzing an entire manufacturing structure,
identifying "pressure points" at which potential failures could occur,
and implementing preventative process controls _t these "pressure
points" to prevent the occurrence of non-conformance.
PHQC is driven by the process engineering function. PMQC reduces the
need for traditional "after the fact" inspection programs. True PHQC






Does not hinder production
Is based upon prevention
Does not create inspection ques
Is operator oriented (some exceptions)
Identifies and resolves root causes of non-conformance
This summary, while not all inclusive, provides a brief outline of the
future direction of the NiCd Division Quality Program.
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I am convinced that adherence to this program will result in ongoing
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SESSION I
TASK GROUP PRESENTATION & DISCUSSION
Chairman: G. Halpert, JPL
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TASK GROUP PRESENTATION:
4. PLATE ISSUES TASK TEAM
(NOT SUBMITTED)
DEAN MAURER, AT&T BELL LABS
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OBJECTIVE
RECOMMEND PROMISING APPROACHES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
ADVANCED NI-CD CELL TECHNOLOGY.
LEO
GEO
10 YEARS, 30_ D0D
7 YEARS, 35_ D0D
20 YEARS, 60_ D0D
15 YEARS, 75_ D0D
CELL SIZE:
L) SAME AS STANDARD 50 AH CELL
2) NEW SIZE CELL
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MANUFACTURING FACILITY
COMPLETE CONTROLw INCOMING MATERIALS TO FINISHED CELLS
O ALL STEPS
0 ALL MATERIALS AND PROCESSES
0 MAOOR IMPROVEMENTS OVER PRESENT CONTROLS
November 1-3, 1988 121
SEPARATOR
NYLON DISALLOWED








O ZIRCAR + PBI
O ZIRCAR + POLYSULFONE
0 POLYPROPYLENE-BASED + PBI
O ADVANCED POLYPROPYLENE-BASED
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NICKEL SINTER FOR NICKEL ELECTRODE
SLURRY OR DRY POWDER
O MEAN PORE SIZE 12-13 MICRONS
O < 5_ GREATER THAN 50 MICRONS
O < 5_ LESS THAN 3 MICRONS
O SINTER POROSITY 87-90_
O SUBSTRATE - OPEN
O 3 POINT BEND TEST, 550 +/- 50 PSI
O NO COMPRESSION OR SIZING, COINING ONLY
O AQUEOUS IMPREGNATION:
O PASSIVATION REQUIRED
O TIME AND TEMPERATURE CONTROLS REQUIRED
o MUST PASS CORROSION TEST, 15 MIN AT 325oF,
Co(N03)2 BATH, MEET MIN AND MAX REQUIREMENTS
November 1-3, 1988 123
NICKEL ELECTRODE
ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPREGNATION, AQUEOUS OR ALCOHOLIC METHOD
O LOADING RANGE 1.7 +/- 0.1 G/CC VOID
O LOADING CONTROL ÷I- 0.05 GIcc VOID








O 100_ BASED ON THEORETICAL LOADING
O C/5 CHARGE, C/2 DISCHARGE
O STRESS TEST
o 25oC
O 10C RATE CHARGE/DISCHARGE
O 100_ OVERCHARGE, 100_ OVERDZSCHARGE
O 200 CYCLES
O NO MORE THAN 1_ SWELLING
O NO MORE THAN 3.5_ BLEMZSHES
o No LOSS IN CAPACITY COMPARED WITH FIRST CYCLE
WITH C/5 CHARGE TO 120_, C/2 DISCHARGE
TO 1.0 V, 25oC
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NICKEL SINTER FOR CADMIUM ELECTRODE
SLURRY OR DRY POWDER
O THICKNESS 30 MILS MAX (28-30 MILS TYPICAL)
O PORE SIZE DISTRIBUTION SIMILAR TO NI ELECTRODE
o MAX C RATE CURRENT DENSITY: 5 MA/CM2 PER INTERFACE
0 SUBSTRATE: OPEN
O NO COMPRESSION OR SIZING
O PASSIVATION REQUIRED
O MUST PASS CORROSION TESTI SAME AS FOR NI
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CADMIUM ELECTRODE
ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPREGNATION
0 LOAD 1.8-1.9 GRAMS CD(0H)2 PER CC VOID, CONTROL TO 0.08
O No COMPRESSION, NO SIZING
0 FORMATION: SAME AS HI ELECTRODE
0 UTILIZATION
O 80_ USING C/5 CHARGE AND DISCHARGE
O DISCHARGE TO 0.0 V VS HG/HG0
O STRESS TEST REOUIREO (TBD)
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MISCELLANEOUS
O CAPACITY -- 50 AH NOMINAL
O NEGATIVE/POSITIVE RATIO -- 2.0 ON THEORETICAL BASIS
O DIMENSIONS
O NZ ELECTRODE THICKNESS DERIVED FROM ABOVE DATA
0 INTERELECTRODE SPACING -- 9 TO 11 MILS
O CASE WALL -- 19 MILS
O ELECTROLYTE FILL
O VOLUME BASIS WITH PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT
o 31_ K0H
o No LI(0H)
o CELL SEAL -- EITHER CERAMIC, ZEIGLER, OR STADNZCK SEAL
O CORE WRAP
O IF POLYPROPYLENE IS USE, BAG NI ELECTRODES
O IF ZZRCAR/PBI IS USED:
O MUST BE IN SHEET FORM
O SHOULD HAVE 5 MIL POLYPROPYLENE LINER
O SHOULD EXTEND TO BOTTOM OF CAN
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TASK GROUP 6 CHARTER
TASK I: Scoping Tasks for Evaluation of NWSC Data
TASK Z: Recommendations on Near-Term Actions for Ni-Cd Cell Design
As I understand from Dr. Jerry Halpert's letter and subsequent
discussions with and the other task force leaders, our present job assignment
is to scope out the work we think needs to be done. We are not expected to
actually do the work now_
We are to do the following:
A. Define the objectives.
B. Itemize specific operations to be done.
C. Identify specific steps or techniques to be used.
Also point out steps or techniques that require
additional study.
D. Prloritize the steps, and list the minimum required
to achieve the task force objectives.
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TASK FORCE GROUP 6 - EVALUATION OF NWSC
DATA, AND RECOMMENDATION OF NEAR-TERM DESIGN FIXES
TASK LEADER PHONE # FAX #
BiI1 Bi11erbeck, MRJ (703) 385-0742 (703) 385-4637
MEMBERS
George Morrow/GSFC (301) 286-6691 (301) 286-9214
Chris Garner/NRL (202) 767-9075 (202) 767-1718
Steve Gaston/GE-EW (609) 426-2559 (609) 426-3963
Don Mai ns/NWSC (812) 854-1299 (812) 854-1Z12
Karla Clark/JPL (818) 354-9033 (818) 393-6951
LawrenceTinker/Gates (904) 462-4715 (904) 462-6871
,_J,4 _ _¢,, /t,_A,'6/Aerospace (213) 336- ¢_&z (213) 336- 7os_
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OUTLINE - TASKS FOR EVALUATION OF DATA FROM Ni-Cd
SEPARATOR QUALIFICATION TESTS AT NWSC - 21 September 1988
Task A. Update and improve the data base.
le Update the data summaries - Latest NWSC cycle data
- Gates DPA data
- Gates separator lot analysis,




Collect data on key design features of each of the cells-Ag
or teflonated negative, positive loading, quantity of cobalt
and cadmium in the positive, gas passivation, electrolyte
quantity, lightweight or low profile can, etc.*
Enhance the data base - Clearly identify changes made in condi-
tions during cycling period. Also obtain individual cell voltage




Publish the data base - compile the summaries of key character-
tsttcs, cyclic test results, and related DPA analyses in report
form.
Flag any data that is questionable or invalid due to testing
diffl cultl es.
Task B. Analyze the data in more detail.
1. Plot up the updated cycle data obtained in this set of tests
in a summary plot vs. DO0.
. Compare the overall cycltc performance obtained in Crane tests
of good Nt-Cd cells. Show averages and variability in the
suimaw plot.
3. Pinpoint the cells in this test which became negative limtted,
by reference to voltage-time plots and DPA data.
*NOTE: Include plaque sintering time and temperature, type of powder,
electrolyte quantity, etc.
-1-
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Task B (con't).
e Try to understand why these cells became negative limited. Check
precharge. Examine the specific lot history of separator used.
Did it degrade more rapidly than normal?
5. Pinpoint the cells that had soft or hard shorts, by reference to
voltage-time plots and DPA data.
6. Try to understand why these cells went short. Evaluate elec-
trolyte quantity. Examine their specific reconditioning history.
Is more reconditioning recommended to avoid soft shorts? Were
negatives teflonated? Cadmium migration patterns? Any other
metal in the separator? Did they fall by separator dryout?
Task C. Summarize and publish the key results of the data analyses in report
form°
I. If any "dry stored" old lot cells of the same P.N. are available,
should they be filled, and added as control samples? Also,
recommend specific new samples for inclusion in NWSC tests, if
needed.
. Consider whether there are any major holes in the data which
could benefit from the addition of new test regimes or new test
samples.
3. Include "lessons learned" and recommendations resultlng from
them regarding the planning and execution of future tests.
-2-
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OUTLINE - TASK OF RECOMMENDING NEAR-TERM
ACTIONS FOR Ni-Cd CELLS
Task A.
Task B.
Map out logical courses of action based on a careful analysis of
the NWSC cyclic performance data, as described in the data evalua-
tion task.
Define alternatives. Some possibilities might include:
One solutlon would be to "peel-back" as many of the design
changes as possible made over the last S years. The intent
is to go back to a design which all customers were very satisfied
wlth In regard to Its long term performance. Hopefully that
leaves only one change - the separator material. Then either the
use of acceptable stored Pellon 2505 or acceptable 2536, provided
It can accommodate a minimum electrolyte quantity of 3 cc/rated
A.H. in a finished cell (the old established rule), is suggested.
Freeze the design for the short term until more research is done.
NASA std. cell performance with 2536 Pellon separator appears
acceptable for GEO and for some LEO applications.
Task C.
Continue production with 2536 separator; addtng tests
separator oxidation, and ensuring that electrolyte quantity
exceeds some specified value.
for
Continue production; improve QA based on recommendations from QA
task group, and addlng tests for separator oxldatlon, ensuring
that electrolyte quantity exceeds some specified value. Also
perform extended OPA analysis on one cell from each lot, incorpo-
rating recommendations of DPA task group.
- Suggest mere extensive cell design changes based on results of
additional analysts of qual tests.
Recommend a short-tern course of action for Nl-Cd cells from the above
alternatives. Provide rationale demonstrating that thls appears to
be supported by analysis of all the existing NWSC and other pertinent
data.
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04114/88 CJWiEJO8513o-AHALZ$Z5_1_._ $IT_UIJII
ITS2] _ 30U15 30/810 t 35_02 35A813 35802 341B03 3411103 341J!02 50H28 $06JI28 50JU_8 501824
• :8kS_IN£ I 115-109 1.15-112, I 113-11 11-23 113-19* L1-27 11-32 13-18, 11-33 L1-3S 11-23 La-19.
ISEP_P£ J 2505 2505 I 2505
IS_ LOT 151562-5251562-52 I 30158
I l_460
IPOS0.SV 29.82 33.I8 40.26
IPOSO.OV 38.71 38.45 4S.37
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SESSION II
NICKEL-CADMIUM CELL TESTING
Chairman: T. Yi, NASA/GSFC
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- ACC. HIGH D0D TEST
- OTS REAL SIMULATION
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ELAN LOW EARTH ORBIT TESTING
Joint ESA/CNES program on Ni-Cd
12 cell battery assembly on cold plate
18 SAFT Bat.(13 V024S,4 V040S3,1 VOS2OB)
1 G.E Bat.(22 Ah)
Cycling profile derived from SPOT
35ran discharge (last 10' at higher rate)
65 min charge (VL(T) tapering)
DOD : 10%, 20%, 30_ & 40%
COLD PLATE TEMP.: -5, +5, +15, +25 Deg.C
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ELAN Battery no. 15. bay no. 27
Nomirml Dad 30_,. Nominal temp 15 de0 c
STARTING AT 30.0g.B8.21.41.,I-6 (CYC 01 REP 15433)
Typical cycle of top cell temperatures
--- c. 0o_s i j










































T.vpicol cycle of bGttery voltage
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@AFT llI-Cd El.AN LEO TE@llN_ YOt4@ at 401 DOD
1.60..........................................................................................................................................................................................
I.,.1
• 25 o.q.C o S _i.c
Ol==h.: Mrnn _=t I,_, l@mm at 20A Dbeh- 23ran at 7A, I@mm at _A
....._,20 ........................................................f ........................................................................
0 5 15 20
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8AFY NFCd ELAN LEO TESTING: INFLUENCE OF RECONDITIONING
1.50- ....................................Y OJ..4& I...II.'.¢...I...|.O.._..._..O._... .. .. ... ...............................................
_ . ....... ."..... v,°° E
_.- i ! i i1.404-........................_ ....._ ....................................._ ....................._ _ -zo.................
o 1.30-1.. ......................7e _ ! ..........................................i .....................i ._...._.o.. .............;
l.I -= i : : :1.2o_.... ....................y _.......i1; ....................: i ...................................i..............................................
1.10-t...........................................i................................i ....................i.............................................i
_ i Veod oi Reeonclltlorllng i
1.00_t , . . , i . , . , i .... *i N?,;oo,,=,_,,!,_=
0 .5 10 15 20
CYCLES(.1000)
- i
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8AFT iil--CII ELAN LEO' TESTINO: ¥05A & YOM (aOZ DOD & | 8'C)
"" 1.40-_.............................................i ._....2e ...............i.........................................................................................i
-_.2o__...,.,.,. .....................
......i ...........................L ......................J
.I v,o i l o
1,00
0 5 10 15 2.0
CYCLES(,1000)
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4-8AFT NI'-Cd ELAN LEO TESTING:18'C & |6'C (VO4088 & 80X DOD)
1.50--,..............................................! ............- ...........: .......... ............i
.'<I; _ Jr/ -_'_e,,,',e_i,,o_ " -"1.-15 i i
N 1.30 .......................................s,e_............................i ...............................
1.20_ - - _ i
§ o 15 Deg.C
•i ........zsD_:c_
V_od
0 5 10 15 20
CYCLES(,I000)
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I Nl-¢d ELAN lEO TESTING: G.E & SAFT BATTERY (11'C & ZOZ DOD)
1.5°7..............................................i ..............i ................',v_o_......... .i
,_, ' i ! i
/
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ELAN LOW EARTH ORBIT TESTING
Very good battery performanc_
No failure observed
Cycling at 40_ exceeds previsions
Effect of reconditioning is substantial
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X-80 LEO LIFE TEST
Initiated for an X-ray astronomy mission
14 shFr cell 23Ah battery
35mn discharge, DOD 22_
Const. I charge to a set volt. (61ran max)
Battery in chamber at 10 deg.C
Test started in Nov.1981, still running
32000 cycle achieved with no degradation





8AFT Ml-Cd X-80 LEO T|81": 221 'DO0 & 10'C
1.50............! .............i.................._................: .........r ........: .........i ........".................".................i
.... ,L.... ,.j._ ._ : ..... _.^ -^: _ A " A... =-_ _ in.
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• 1 +i _i i i
1.00,, + , , , , , + , i , + , ,
7.0 _s.o _9.o 25.o s_.o
CYCLES(,IO0O)
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NICd HIGH DOD ACCELERATED GEO TEST
3 ex-ECSI 26 SAFT cell1BAH Bat.
FM (VOIOS3),I_,M(VOISS)
Batteries on same cold plat_
FM no.6 : lO0_ DOD max
FM no.5 : 90X DOD max
EM no.l : 70}_DOD max
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NlCd HIGH DOD ACC.GEO TEST COMDITION$
Eclipse. season 45 cycles
-9 periods of 5: cycles of 34 hours
-Disch.rate for DOD max at 5th period
-C/IO charge to K=I.05 or back-up volt.
-Trickle charge at C/300 to C/100
Solstice shortened to 31 days
C/5 capacity check after solstice
Constant load (337.5Ohms) reconditioning
Base plate temperature: 5 Deg.C
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ii
_ Ni-CdHIGHDO0G£O_ST: BASEPLATE&CELLT_TU[ DURINGECLIPSESEASONS
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NICd HIGH DOD ACCELERATED GEO TEST
14 seasons already simulated (7 years)
Very good battery performance achieved
No capacity degradation observed
Average cellvoltage(V):
1.095, 1.108, 1.165 for 100_,90_,70_DOD
No adverse effect from test acceleration
GEO NiCd at high DOD seems feasible
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0T$-2 lOy. REAL FLIGHT SIMULATION
Lab test to mirror OTS-2 bat. operation
Started 9/78, OTS-2 launched 5/78
OTS-2 operational for 6.5y, hib. since 5/85
28 VO18S SAFT cell battery
2-14 cell halves in 2 chambers(-Y/+Y sim
DOD max : 50_ for operat., 60_ for hib.
Charge C/IO to set K factor, Volt. back-up
Solstice trickle from 8h to 24h a day.
Av. Temperature through 10 years: 15 Deg.(
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OTS-2
EVOLUTION OF THE DOD OVER 10
MAXIMUM VALUES
YEARS.
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OTS-2
EVOLUTION OF THE VB AT EOD OVER 10
MID ECLIPSE PERIOD
YEARS
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OTS-Z
USED K-FACTORS OVER 10 YEARS
MID-ECLIPSE PERIODS
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OT$-,?..
EVOLUTION OF THE VB AT EOC, OVER 10
MID ECLIPSE PERIOD
YEARS
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SESSION III
NICKEL-HYDROGEN TECHNOLOGY
SESSION I Current Programs
Chairman: P. Ritterman
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NIH2 LEO LIFE TEST AT
NWSC/CRANE: UPDATE & STATUS
(NOT SUBMITTED)
S. DONLEY, C. HILL, A. MENICHIELLO, AEROSPACE CORP
P. DALTON, R. HAAG, S. HALL, NWSC
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Ni-H2 Battery Cell Life Test Update
Lee Miller a,ld Brad Burris
Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
Abstract
Eagle-Picher Industries has been conducting LEO type life cycle testing on
Ni-H2 battery cells for approximately six (6) years. Over 100 cells have been
introduced into the cyclic regimes and some groups are now approaching 40,000
cycles. The depth-of-discharge (DOD) selected for evaluation has ranged from
15% to 50%.
This paper offers a test result summary update for the longer-term cell
groups.
Introduction
Eagle-Picher Ni-H2 battery cells have been successfully tested by both
domestic and foreign spacecraft manufacturers and users in simulated GEO life
cycle regimes. With this already established and growing mission type data
base, Eagle-Picher elected to direct its resources toward LEO life cycle type
testing.
To minimize equipment and operational, complexity and cost, the test regimes
feature constant temperature (5° - I0OC), constant current charge and discharge
and constant, manually selected C/D ratios. Both real-time 90 minute cycle
and accelerated 45 minute cycle regimes are utilized. Cell performances at
DOO's of 15% 30% and 50% are being evaluated. (See Exhibit #i)
As of this date, the longest-term cell groups are now approaching 40,000
cycles with good performance characteristics. Additional details concerning
this test activity were presented at the 23rd (1988) IECEC (I).
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Discussion
Over the approximate six (6) year test period, various cells groups have
been added to the test regimes and the total count now exceeds 100 cells.
In addition to numbers, various technologies were introduced for evaluation.
These include 1) cell capacity size (30, 50 and 80 AH), 2) positive electrode
mechanical strength variations, 3) separator types (asbestos and Zircar), 4)
electrolyte quantities, 5) electrode stack geometries (pineapple and truncated
electrodes), and 6) electrolyte additives (LiOH). (See Exhibit #2)
Results
Exhibits #3 - #5 present a data graph, end-of-charge/discharge voltages and
measured capacity respectively for a group of 50 AH rated cells. These cells
are tested in an accelerated, 45 minute, LEO cycle regime at a 15% DOD. Stable
performance, good end-of-discharge voltages and no measurable capacity loss
results continue to be recorded over 38,000 cycles.
Exhibits #6 - #8 present the same data for a group of 30 AH rated cells in
a real-time, 90 minute cycle regime at a 30% DOD. These cells were accidentally
subjected to a dead-short condition resulting in high heat generation (as a
result, cells 003, 004 and 012 were lost due to terminal seal leakage). The
remaining cells have now accumulated 5,000 more cycles for a total in excess of
26,000 cycles while maintaining the same good performance results as noted for
the above group.
Exhibits #g and #10 present data graphs for 80 /VI rated cells in a real-
time, 90 minute cycle regime at a 50% DOD. At this level of DOD, cell perform-
ance was demonstrated to be more sensitive to design technologies. As indicated
in Exhibit #9, the combination of low positive electrode mechanical strength
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and low electrolyte quantity did not perform well. However, when the combination
included high electrolyte quantities (Exhibit #10), these cells have continued
to perform well through 10,000 cycles.
Conclusion
A six (6) year life cycle test effort has demonstrated the Ni-H2 battery
system's capability to support long-term LEO type missions up to and including
30% DOD's. The data further suggest DOD's in excess of 30% may be equally
viable; however, careful assessment and proper selection of design technologies
will be important.
In support of this latter objective, Eagle-Picher plans to continue
expansion of its LEO life cycle test effort. A few new technologies which are
now being incorporated or considered are listed in Exhibit #11.
References
(i) D.K. Coates and R.M. Barnett, "Nickel-Hydrogen Cell Life Testing',
Proceedings of the 23rd Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering
Conference (IECEC), August 1988.





































































































































































































































































































































01 1.4099 1.4517 1.4819 1.5480
02 1.4157 1.4578 1.4868 1.5514
03 1.4195 1.4618 1.4895 1.5555
04 1.4167 1.4590 1.4879 1.553b
05 1.4165 1.458b 1.4864 1.5524
0b 1.4082 1.4504 1.4804 1.5464
07 1.4195 1.4621 1.4901 1.555&
08 1.4175 1.4b01 1.4878 1.5541
09 1.4171 1.4593 1.4884 1.5554
10 1.4187 1.4607 1.4899 1.5572
11 1.4324 1.4758 1.5045 1.5755
12 1.4137 1.4564 1.4847 1.5533
13 1.4141 1.4562 1.484b 1.5525
14 1.4158 1.4575 1.486b 1.5549
15 1.41&9 1.4580 1.4879 1.5552
16 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
17 1.4169 1.4585 1.4883 1.5572
18 1.4197 1.4611 1.4909 1.5b03
19 1.4163 1.4580 1.4889 1.5578
20 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004
21 1.40&0 1.4477 1.4802 1.5487
22 1.4159 1.4570 1.4897 1.5&01
23 0.0004 0.0005 0.0004 0.0004
24 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
25 1.4392 1.4802 1.5212 I.b095
26 1.4313 1.4bb4 1.4988 1.5533
27 0.010 0.019 0.021
28 0.000 0.002 0.002
29 -.001 0.000 0.001
30 -.
l l
31 0.000 0.002 0.003
00 +19.88 +19.88 +19.88
32 +4. b4 ÷4.bb ÷4.53
33 +2.78 +2.73 +2.b5
34 +4.29 ÷4.13 ÷3.96
35 ÷3.32 +3.24 ÷3.10
i0 MIN 15 MIN E0C 5 MIN 10 MIN 15 MIN E0D
1.367b 1.3207 1.2869 1.2482
1.3628 1.3170 1.2834 1.2448
1.3591 1.3124 1.2798 1.2412
l.:S&l_ 1.3151 1.2815 1.2431
1.3&18 1.3152 1.2830 1.2447
I. 3703 I._":" i .2890 I. 2505
1.3573 1.3106 1.2778 1.2392
1.3b08 1.3141 1.2814 1.2425
1.3&18 1.3148 1.2809 1.2421
1.3&10 1.3140 1.2804 1.242(:)
1.344b 1.2965 1.2625 1.2210
1.3662 1.3182 1.2846 1.2454
1.3653 1.3179 1.2848 1.2463
1.3bb0 1.3187 1.284b 1.2458
1.3671 1.3203 1.2858 1.2474
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1.3&b7 1.3193 1.2848 1.2459
1.364b 1.3172 1.2829 1.2440
1.3693 1.3221 1.2865 1.2470
0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004
I 3763 i 3286 1.2920 " _=_
1.3747 1.3273 1.2909 1.2508
0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1.4005 1.3555 1.3158 1.2751
1.361& 1 _" 79_4
--7 I I 2585
STRAIN GUAGES
0.022 I 0.010 0.008 U.005 0.004
0.003 I C).000 0.000 -.001 0.000
0.001 I -.(501 -.001 -.(5(:)I -.001
. I • .
O. (:)04 l O. O01 O. 000 (). 000 -. (:)02
CURREN]
+19.88 I -20.89 -20.90 -20.90 -20.90
TEMPERA]URE
+4.2b I *4.07 .4.07 +4. 18 +4.37
+2.51 I +2.32 ÷2.35 +2.41 _-2.b2
÷3.70 I +3.53 +3.b7 +3.83 +4.(37
+2.94 I ÷2.81 +2.84 *2.92 +3.(}5































CYCLE CAPACITY DATA SUMMARY
DES C DISCHS RATE: 25+-0. i AMP
AVG 67.0
StD 0.63
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* 812 .9.6085 U
* 91[ _'[.5866 V
* 616 "H.5758 V
* 999 +1.5?24 V
* 868 +1.5749 U
* 697 +L.5757 V
* 996 +1.5749 V
t 865 +1.5792 V
804 -9.0665 V
. 08_ .9.0i_7 P
. 062 '_l.5847 P
. eel +1.5744u
, CHAH P,I. PitTR P_ _ 1155





* 912 -9.9905 V
* 911 H.2271 U
* 919 tL.2162 V
* B69 +1.211] V
* 898 _1.2295 V
* 997 H.22_ U
* 866 ÷1.2397 U




. 891 +1.2_66 U

























#2300 #42c30 #4201 #8601 #8603
36.0 37.0 40.0 39.0 39.8
30.8 32.3 35.1 35.5 36.3
36.0 37.5 40.0 39.0 39.8
35.4 36.7 39.8 38.8 39.5
32.3 33.6 38.0 :37.5 38.8
32.1 34.1 38.0 36.8 38.8
32.6 34.1 38.2 37.8 39.3
32.3 34.4 38.2 37.5 39.O
32.6 34.4 38.2 37.5 39.3
32.9 35.4 38.5 37.5 39.5
32.3 33.9 38.2 37.8 39.0
32.3 33.9 38.2 37.8 39.3
33.1 34.8 38.4 37.7 39.0





























#18870 #18871 #22519 #22520 #24136
38.8 39.8 36.2 36.5 34.2
37.5 37.2 35.2 35.8 35.2
00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0
39.2 31.0 02.0 00.0 00.0
38.2 39.5 35.8 36.2 34.5
39.5 40.2 37.8 37.5 37.5
39.5 40.2 37.8 38.5 37.5
39.5 40.5 37.2 37.5 36.2
39.8 40.8 37.2 37.8 36.2
40.2 41.2 38.5 38.2 37.5
38.8 40.0 36.0 36.2 34.0
21.2 24.0 14.5 00.0 00.0
39.1 39.0 36.9 37.1 35.9
0.76 2.87 1.04 0.92 1.37
NOTE: ALL VALUES ARE AMPERE-HOURS TO 1.0V
PRECEEDED BY A 0.1C CHARGE (17+-1 HOURS)
TEST TEMPERATURE = 5+-3 DEG.C
DISCHARGE RATE = 15.00+-0.10 AMPERES
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The Ni-H2 Battery System:
A Space Flight Application Summary
Lee Miller
Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc. (EPI)
Abstract
It is generally accepted nickel-hydrogen will be the major rechargeable
battery system selected for high-reliability, aerospace applications such as
spacecraft through at least the remainder of this century. Therefore, it may
be of benefit to potential aerospace users and others interested in system
reliability aspects if an application summary were offered. For example, it
may not be common knowledge there have been 16 satellite launches which have
flown the Ni-Hp battery system. Furthermore, these missions in total have
surpassed 20,000,000 battery cell hours of space flight operation. Both of
these data would be significantly greater but further launches were delayed as
the results of the STS accident.
This paper will summarize the aerospace programs which have flown, are
flying and will fly the Ni-H2 battery system.
Background
The nickel-hydrogen battery design has been promoted as the most
advanced, long life, rechargeable battery technology developed over the last 50
years. Per unit weight this system should offer more than twice the power
available from the previously used battery system (nickel-cadmium). In the
area of electrical cycle life capacity, a projected 30,000 cycle, 15 year
capability (versus I0,000 - 15,000 cycles and 5-7 years for nickel-cadmium)
renders a system ability to actually outlast the equipment in which it may be
installed. In addition, the nickel-hydrogen battery offers a true her-
metically sealed design which means it is totally maintenance free and the
danger of electrolyte leakage is virtually eliminated.
This design also offers the advantage of not requiring acceptance of new
electrochemical technology by the potential user. The Ni-H 2 battery cell
simply combines the best features of the nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd) system
(positive electrode) and the hydrogen/oxygen (H2/O 2) fuel cell system (H2
electrode). A simple, common gas design evolves which features only
established, and both chemically and structurally stable components (thus a
high DOD and long cycle life capability), and which can operate over a wide
temperature range (-200 to 40oc has been demonstrated).
The electrochemical reactions involved are straightforward and are
well known within the industry. For the first time a hermetically sealed,
rechargeable battery system is available which can sustain high rate
overcharge and even overdischarge without short term or long term system
degradation. In addition, the reactions are "H20" balanced which is very
important from an electrolyte management stand point.
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By replacing one of the two opDosing metal electrodes (conventional
internal battery cell design) with hydrogen gas, significant system benefits are
achieved. The weight of the replaced metal electrodes are of course elimi-
nated plus overall system performance is enhanced. The potential for metal-to-
metal shorting is minimized and the lack of a "wear-out" mechanism for a gas
reaction greatly improves system cycle life capability. The nickel-hydrogen
battery system has already demonstrated an abuse tolerance (both operational
and environmental) far in excess of any competitive battery and this simply
translates into superior system reliability.
Because of this inherent reliability, the nickel-hydrogen system has been
initially designed and produced for "high rel" aerospace applications. To the
extent this technology has been, is now and will be applied in this industry
is the subject of thls paper.
Space Flight Aoplication Summary




Programs Which Have Flown
These programs are now complete.
Programs Which Are Flying
These programs have satellites now in operation and may
have additional launches scheduled.
III. Programs Which Will Fly
These programs are in the hardware production phase, but
no launch has occurred as of this date.
IV. Programs Which Plan to Fly
These programs are committed to or are seriously consider-
ing the application of the Ni-H2 battery system.
To facilitate a review of this information, the associated data will
be presented in a tabular format under the above headings. The program will
be identified and pertinent details listed.
Although EPI, in its role as a battery and a battery cell manufacturer,
has some general program level knowledge, a few program detail errors may occur.





Programs Which Have Flown:
1. USAF "Flight Experiment"
a) Prime Contractor - LMSC
b) Mission - LEO
c) Duration - approximately one (I) year
d) Battery Capacity - 50 Ahr
e) Battery Size - 21 cells
f) Launch Date - 1976
2. US Navy "NTS-2 Satellite"
a) Prime Contractor - TRW/Comsat
b) Mission - High altitude polar,
similar to accelerated GEO
c) Duration - approximately eight (8) years
d) Battery Capacity - 35 Ahr
e) Battery Size - Two (2) 7 cell modules
connected in series
f) Launch Date - 1976
Programs Which Are Flying:
3. "Intelsat V"
a) Prime Contractor - FACC
b) Mission - GEO
c) Duration - Longest, five (5) years now
d) Battery Capacity - 30 Ahr
e) Battery Size - 27 cells
f) Launch Date - 1983 (2), 1984 (1),
1985 (3), 1986 (1)
4. "Spacenet"
a) Prime Contractor - RCA
b) Mission - GEO
c) Duration - Longest, four (4) years now
d) Battery Capacity - 40 Ahr
e) Battery Size - Two (2) 11 cell modules
connected in series





a) Prime Contractor - RCA
b) Mission - GEO
c) Duration - Longest, three (3) years now
d) Battery Capacity - 30 Ahr
e) Battery Size - Two (2) 11 cell modules
connected in series
f) Launch Date - 1985 (I), 1986 (I)
6. "American Sat"
a) Prime Contractor - RCA
b) Mission - GEO
c) Duration - Three (3) years now
d) Battery Capacity - 35 Ahr
e) Battery Size - Two (2) 11 cell modules
connected in series
f) Launch Date - 1985
7. "Sat Com K"
a) Prime Contractor - RCA
b) Mission - GEO
c) Duration - Longest, three (3) years now
d) Battery Capacity - 50 Ahr
e) Battery Size - Two (2) 11 cell modules
connected in series
f) Launch Date - 1985 (1), 1986 (I)
Programs Which Will Fly:
8. "Olympus"
a) Prime Contractor - BAe (UK)
b) Mission - GEO
c) Duration - 10 year requirement
d) Battery Capacity - 35 Ahr
e) Battery Size - 31 cells
f) Launch Date - First projected 1989
9. "Intelsat VI"
a) Prime Contractor - HAC
b) Mission - GEO
c) Duration - 10 year requirement
d) Battery Capacity - 44 Ahr
e) Battery Size - Two (2) 16 cell modules
connected in series









a) Prime Contractor - LMSC
b) Mission - Multiple orbits
c) Duration - 10 year requirement
d) Battery Capacity - 76 Ahr
e) Battery Size - 22 cells
f) Launch Date - First projected 1990
"Italsat"
a) Prime Contractor - FACC
b) Mission - GEO
c) Duration - 10 year requirement
d) Battery Capacity - 30 Ahr
e) Battery Size - 27 cells
f) Launch Date - First projected 1989
"SCS-I"
a) Prime Contractor - FACC
b) Mission - GEO
c) Duration - 15 year requirement
d) Battery Capacity - 83 Ahr
e) Battery Size - 27 cell
f) Launch Date - First projected 1989
14. "Space Telescooe (ST)"
a) Prime Contractor - LMSC
b) Mission - LEO
c) Duration - Five (5) year requirement
d) Battery Capacity - 90 Ahr
e) Battery Size - 23 cells
f) Launch Date - First projected 1990
15. "HBO Satellite"
a) Prime Contractor - RCA
b) Mission - GEO
c) Duration - 10 year requirement
d) Battery Capacity - 50 Ahr
e) Battery Size - Two (2) 11 cell modules
connected in series





a) Prime Contractor - Spar/RCA
b) Mission - GEO
c) Duration - 12 year requirement
d) Battery Capacity - 50 Ahr
e) Battery Size - Two (2) 11 cell modules
connected in series
f) Launch Date - First projected 1989
"TV-Sat 2"
a) Prime Contractor - MBB/AEG (Germany)
b) Mission - GEO
c) Duration - 10 year requirement
d) Battery Capacity - 30 Ahr
e) Battery Size - 27 cells
f) Launch Date - First projected 1988
18. "Eutelsat II"
19.
a) Prime Contractor - ASCA (France)
b) Mission - GEO
c) Duration - 10 year requirement
d) Battery Capacity - 65 Ahr
e) Battery Size - 27 cells
f) Launch Date - First Projected 1989
"Military Satellite"
Detailed information on these type applications
is classified.
20. "Telecom 2"
a) Prime Contractor - Matra (France)
b) Mission - GEO
c) Duration - 10 year requirement
d) Battery Capacity - 78 Ahr
e) Battery Size - 27 cells
f) Launch Date - First projected 1990
V. Programs Which Plan to Fly
21. "Space Station"
a) Prime Contractor - FACC
(Power Subsystem)
b) Mission - LEO
c) Duration - 6.5 year requirement
d) Battery Capacity - 81 Ahr
e) Battery Size - 30 cells
f) Launch Date - Mid 1990's
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22. "Columbus" (European Space Station)
a) Prime Contractor - AEG (Germany)
b) Mission - LEO
c) Duration - N/A
d) Battery Capacity - N/A
e) Battery Size - N/A










a) Prime Contractor - FIAR (Italy)
b) Mission - LEO
c) Duration - Four (4) year requirement
d) Battery Capacity - 30 Ahr
e) Battery Size - 29 cells
f) Launch Date - First projected 1990
For the remaining applications under this category,
we are not certain the prime contractor has been
selected as of this date. The proposed detail program
information which has been provided to EPl varies between
prime contractors. It would not be appropriate to publish
this information and only the program name and mission
will be identified.
"Olympus" Follow On
b) Mission - GEO
"Italsat" Follow On
b) Mission - GEO
"UHF" Follow On
b) Misslon - LEO
"X-Ray Telescope"
b) Misslon - LEO
"Intelsat VII"
b) Misslon - GEO
"Aussat B"
b) Misslon - GEO
"GPS Block IIR"




b) Mission - LEO
32. "Super Program"
b) Mission - Multiple orbits
33. "Military Satellites"
At this time a total of six (6) programs are qualified
for classification under this category.
Conclusion
This limited review has identified 38 programs which have, are or will
likely constitute the application base for this battery technology. It is
hoped this summary will provide a useful reference for potential users and
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UPDATED STATUS OF THE FRENCH NiH2
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
Thierry JANIN








A general survey of the last French development in NiH2 technology for GEO
applications is given : main results are discussed, and perspective toward
future evolution presented.
INTRODUCTION
Geostationnary applications require mainly reliable and well evaluated
Nickel Hydrogen technology. In Europe, that kind of power device remains of
great interest, particularly in France.
Since 1985, a new development activity started under CNES control, taken
place within a general search a technology plan.
NiH2 DEVELOPMENT
This development was done at SAFT, under major founding from CNES.and SAFT,
with the contribution of ESA. Substantial development programm was defined to
respond a requirement level approved by CNES and ESA.
The purpose was to build up and evaluate a cell's definition fitted to the
range 30-50 Ah in capacity, to provide power for a ten years mission.
Cell's technology developped was of the IPV type, operating at high
pressure. Essential details related to this definition were presented in 1986
(ref. i).
Conception was based on the maximum value in the range (ie 50 Ah) and basic
technological components issued from SAFT background.
The choice of an individual pressure vessel, mounted into a single piece
sleeve, was done assuming the fact it should permit to reach a high safety
factor while offering good thermal features.
All along the program, accurate evaluation at components and cell level was
done.
End of development was marked in May 1988 by a critical definition review
where VHS 50 BL definition (namely 50 Ah cell) was presented and evaluation
tests results largely discussed.
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Validation test program was performed on 50 Ah cells or same sized vessels,
following a schedule presented hereafter in figure I.
Each cell or vessel tested was compliant with the same definition file and





















Figure 1 - Validation test plan
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Based on a 22 cells lot experience. Main features for the VHS 50 BL NiH 2
cell are given hereafter in table i.
Mean capacity at 1V 20°C C/2 51,5 Ah
Mean energy density (at cell level) 48 Wh/kg
Mean volumic energy (at cell level) 70 Wh/l
Table 1 - VHS 50 BL characteristics
On the referenced lot, mass and capacity dispersion values were smaller
than expected, which is a proof of the good manufacture control level got.
MECHANICAL TESTS
Fatigue tests
The goal of this test was to check out resistance limit of Inconel vessel
design to cyclic loading, in order to simulate charge-discharge pressure
variation of the structure in absence of the effect of Hydrogen.
- Conditions
Pressure fluid was special oil used as neutral agent for the cycling.
Frequency was chosen to accelerate the test and perform a large number of
cycles, his value was close to 5 cycles/min.
Amplitude was 25-75 bars pressure range correspondin E to a i00 % DOD
level (75 bars being the DMOP : Design Maximum Operating Pressure).
Three vessels (each mounted into integral sleeve) were proof tested at
first at 1,5 time the DMOP and then cycled under the previous conditions, and
they reached more than 150 000 cycles without any damage.
Modifying the maximum pressure value up to the proof test pressure value,
complementary cyclin E permit to get respectively for each vessel I0.000, 23.000
and 31.000 cycles more. Leakage was observed at these points. Using SEM, we have
confirmed pure fatigue micro facies and typical crack trip growth leading to
leakage.
These results were in good agreement with predictive datas got previously
from a mechanical rupture analysis (ESA crack computerin g mode).
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Burst tests
Six naked vessels were bursted to verify the limit of the design.
- Conditions
Pressure fluids used were oil or gazeous helium and pressurization rate
chosen in the application range.
Requirement level was 2,5 time the DMOP value, and for each cell this limit
largely overshoted.
Such results confirmed the right vessel's design with margins good enough
to take into account statistical dispersion.
Safety tests
This activity was aiming at characterize more closely safety area for this
device. As a preliminary task, SAFT performed an FMECA analysis (failure mode
and critical effects analysis) to define completely, cell's behaviour under
functionnal aspects, hazardous events and main consequences.
Fault tree method was also employed, and this study permit to start safety
tests while fixing specific conditions.
- Conditions
An overall amount of 8 cells (into sleeve) was submitted to hazardous







1 C/S 20°C _ 72 H
2 C/lO O°C _ 72 H
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(2
3 C 20*C 5 H
@J
0 4 C O°C 5 H
5 C/2 20°C _ 72 H
> ._ _ 6 C 20@C 5 H
0"3 u
Wedge impact of 25 J ont the








ConneCting terminals (at 20"C
through an external resistance of
1,7 mA) of a full charged cell
during 1 hour
Table 2 - Safety test conditions
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The one cell shocked, presented of course, trails of the test (de visu, at
sleeve level and inside by Xray observation, at stack level). Nevertheless, it
hasn't affected electrical properties as demonstrated by a follow on control.
Short circuit led to an instantaneous current higher than 8C regim.
As shown in figure 2, after a tansient during the first minutes there were a
pseudo plateau in current at approximately 240 A with a voltage stabilization,
then a sharp decrease for both electrical parameters. But after a ten minutes
discharge time, current and voltage decreased slightly.
Cell's temperature measured on sleeve wall increased up to 77°C as a
maximum value while pressure decreased in two steps.
Cells tested under overdischarge conditions presented a peak temperature
never exceding 40°C for a time below 1 hour, and pressure temperature and
voltage reached a steady state value after 2 hours evolution as presented in
figure 3.
Figure 4 compare for two cells tested under overcharge conditions
respectively, at 20°C and O°C, at a same C regime, their characteristics.
Temperature effect at this kinetic of charge is not so detectable, though we can
deduce from pressure behaviour the better efficiency at 20°C for the recombining
reaction between O_ and H 2. As well as it appears at lower temperature how
exothermic are the phonomenon envolved during overcharge.

































Table 3 - Overcharge test results
It is clear that the lower is the charge regime the best is the
recombination of H 2 and 02 because of the small amount of 02 produced.
Others features to analyse are capacities restituted after overcharge, at
lower temperature, which are higher than those in normal conditions (ie. C/2
20°C) by i0 to 25 %.
From these tests results, we can deduce that under abnormal conditions,
this NiH_ technology never presented very dangerous behaviour ; though if we
should c_assified risky events we'd find in growing order, overdischarge,
overcharge and short circuit.
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Thermal tests
These tests conducted under ESA contract at Aerospatiale Cannes (AS.CA),
were aimed to evaluate thermal behaviour of NiH 2 50 Ah SAFT cells. In parallel,
was developped by AS.CA a thermal 59 node computer model of the cell-sleeve
assembly (using a SINDA program).
Two thermal prototypes instrumented as indicated in figure 5 were build up.
The test was realized in thermal vacuum chamber and standard cycling conditions
were C/2 discharge, C/IO charge, C/IO0 trickle with a DOD of 70 % and a recharge
factor of 1,2. Typical curve temperature comparing two follow on cycles at node
level is presented in figure 6. This original test permit to mesure
instantaneous temperature and to promote a thermal cartography of the cell
sleeve design to correlate the model.
Main results, in perfect agreement with predictions, are for BOL conditicns
(end of discharge step)
- Maximum inner temperature at stack level : 20°C
- Maximum inner gradient between stack and vessel : 6,8°C
- Mean conduction gradient along the sleeve : ( 2°C
Calculation results with the model gave peaks power, dissipated durinB a
cycle, not exceeding 6,5 W on discharge, 5 W on charge and 0,5 W on trickle.
Vibration tests
Six cells were tested to check wether if or not the definition was
compliant with usual launching loading. Vibrations requirements indicated in
table 4 were jointly accepted by ESA and CNES. Previous and later electrical
characteristics were determined and no important effects observed.
Two cells were removed of the test and opened to perform a DPA but
everything was found to be conform to the initial state. Finally these results
demonstrate the hability of SAFT design to withstand reference loading level
without showing any mechanical or electrochemical damage_.
!) Sine vibrations
I0 - 22 Hz : 22 mm C-C
22 - i00 Hz : + 20 g 2 octaves/minute
20 - 150 Hz
150 - 212 Hz
212 - 480 Hz
480 - I000 Hz
i000 - 2000 Hz
2) Random vibrations (along the 3 axis)
: 0,25 g2/Hz
: + 15 db/oct
: i g /Hz
: -12 db/_ct
: 0,053 g-/Hz
2 minutes per axis
23 g RMS
Table 4 - Vibrations spectra for qualification tests
Life tests
Three cells coming from the vibration test and six more unvibrated cells,
or a total amount of nine, started a life test.
Cycling discharge profile is shown in figure 7 and related to a 45 cycles
eclipse season, with a maximum discharge time of 72 minutes (this represent the
typical case for Eutelsat 2 spacecraft application).
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Cycling conditions are presented herebelow in table 5. The test remains





Maximum DOD 70 %
Recharge ratio K 1,15
Mean test temperature i0 + 5°C
Table 5 - Life test conditions
On figure S we establish the very low evolution on first three eclipse
seasons on discharge step. Cells tested never exceeded 25eC outer temperature,
and on maximum depth of discharge cycle, end of discharge voltage remained very
stable at values close to 1,2 V.
This test is going on, one season more having been done, and normally it
should only be stopped after completing 900 cycles or 20 eclips_ seasons,
corresponding to the ten years mission to be demonstrated.
Another encouraging result must be added. Apart of the validation test, a
first prototype, cycling the same way, but at constant maximum DOD of 70 %, has
reached satisfactorily more than 700 cycles.
Electrical evolution is shown in figure 9 and it is notably interesting to
see how good is the stability for mid and end of discharge voltage. In addition,
we should mentionned capacity evolution, checked regularly, hasn't decreased at
all.
Considering thoroughly that kind of results, prequalification label was
given to SAFT 50 Ah cell by CNES Quality Insurance Authority : which significate
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Future activities
ESA and CNES, with the high level of confidence got from the last
development experience, decided jointly to initiate a new GEO development, while
intending to improve performances at components level.
Main trends for the new GEO development can be summarized as follow :
- Wider range capacity : 40 - 90 Ah
- Longer life requirement : 12 years
- Light weight concept : 55 - 60 Wh/kg
Results will be available by the end of 1990.
At the same time, and because of interesting results (ref. 2) CNES and ESA
have procured approximately 20 cells to be tested under LEO conditions.
CNES tests conditions will be typically lO0 minutes cycle at IO°C and 40 %
DOD with a goal of 30 000 cycles.
Next steps for french NiHptechnoloKy are driven by opportunities to be
aboard, on SAT2 project (a technological GEO spacecraft belonging to ESA PSDE
program) and on Columbus program (European contribution to the international
space station).
13
Large effort has been made in France to promote a NiH 2 cell development to
an advanced status. Important results deduced from a comprehensive program
permit right now to ascertain our knowledge concerning this promising
technology.
Specially, SAFT design was found to be correctly sized on vibration,
thermal, mechanical, electrical and safety aspects, as proved by the prequali-
fication status got.
Life time is still under evaluation with good chances to reach the
objective of a ten years GEO mission.
Ambitious improvements are planned for the next short term development with
as key words, "high capacity and high energy density".
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Storage Considerations for Ni-H2 Battery Cells
1988 NASA/GSFC Battery Workshop, 3 Nov. 1988
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
R.V. Whiteley, Chemistry Department, Pacific University, Forest Grove, OR,
and
A. Gibney, O/62-12, Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Sunnyvale, CA
Introduction
The principal concern with the long term storage of nickel-hydrogen battery cells is the
development of a low voltage plateau in the discharge profile of the cell (Figure 1).
While the total capacity of a cell might remain essentially unchanged despite long
periods of storage, the formation of this secondary plateau constitutes a decrease in
the discharge voltage of some of the cells' capacity. When this lower voltage is below
the voltage requirements of a particular power system, that portion of the capacity is no
longer considered useful capacity, and therefore, there is a loss in useful capacity.
In order to understand this loss in useful capacity, the problem was characterized as
fully as possible: the nature of the secondary plateau, the storage conditions which •
affect the development of the secondary plateau, the cell designs which make cells
less likely to show losses in useful capacity after storage, and charging/discharging
regimes which lead to recovery of some useful capacity losses were all delineated
(Table I). The strategy was, then, to formulate a mechanism for the capacity loss which
would be consistent with all of these characteristics. Only with the correct mechanism
in hand would it be possible to propose measures (storage, design, cycling) which
would mitigate the loss of useful capacity after long term cell storage.
Discussion
The nature of this secondary plateau and its causes and effects (Tables 1 and 2) are
consistent with the formation of a higher resistance barder between the current
-carrying sinter and the active material of the positive electrode. The nickel sinter
intrinsically develops a thin barrier of NiO which inhibits electron transfer, and it is this
barrier which protects the sinter from spontaneous oxidation by the Ni(lll) and Ni(IV)
hydroxides which are generated on cell charging. Without this barder, the sinter would
eventually become bivalent nickel hydroxide by way of:
Nio + 2 NiOOH +2 H20 > 3 Ni(OH)2
and/or
Nio + NiO2 + 2 H20 = 2 Ni(OH)2




The barriers of restive material can be thought of as of energy barriers as illustrated in
Figure 2. Although the electrons in metallic nickel are at a considerably higher energy
than those in the NiOOH and NiO2, there is minimal electron transfer, and therefore
minimal oxidation of the sinter, because the electrons in the metallic nickel are unable
to overcome the small energy barrier of the intrinsic oxide film. On the other hand,
electrons in the platinum, negative electrode are at a sufficiently high energy to
surmount this barrier when the platinum is exposed to H2 gas; that is, when the cell
contains any pressure of hydrogen.
It should be noted at this point that some of the other proposed mechanisms for the
development of a secondary plateau after long term cell storage are not entirely
consistent with the characteristics delineated in Table 1. For example, a recent
explanation suggests that CoOOH (or Co(OH)3) is reduced by the hydrogen gas in a
Ni-H2 cell and that this leads to differential solubilities of the nickel and cobalt
hydroxides. It is proposed that there is a migration of Co from the active material
matrix. Certainly, such a mechanism would profoundly affect the charge and
discharge profile of a cell stored for long periods. But the secondary plateau is found
in Ni-Cd cells despite the absence of hydrogen, and it is found in Ni-H2 cells with a
positive precharge. Such cells have a residual oxidizing environment, and reduction
of Co(Ill) in the active material would be highly unlikely. Even Ni-H2 cells with a
modest hydrogen precharge show residual Ni(lll) in their positive electrodes after
several years of storage in the shorted condition. In the presence of Ni(lll), the
reduction of Co(Ill) to bivalent Co is unlikely.
The NiO film on the nickel sinter is not the only energy barrier between the metallic
nickel and the active material: the active material itself can provide considerable
electrical resistance (a high energy barrier). The height of this barrier is indeterminate
because the electrical resistance of the active material barrier is largely a function of its
thickness, its structure, and the oxidation state of the Ni within its structure. The fully
discharged positive electrode contains mostly bivalent nickel hydroxide. There is the
brucite form, usually referred to as _-Ni(OH)2, and there is the loosely hydrated form, o_-
Ni(OH)2 which can contain 0.5 to 0.7 molecules of H20 per Ni atom. This alpha form
is a much more open structure as its intercalated water molecules hold the Ni-O
planes 0.8 nm apart. This is also a much more electrically conductive material than
the _-Ni(OH)2 which contains as little as one H20 molecule per twenty Ni atoms and
has an interlaminar spacing of only 0.46 nm.
So, although a higher energy barrier might be expected of the _-Ni(OH)2 than of the o_-
Ni(OH)2 active material, other considerations determine the exact barrier heights. It is
evident that the _-Ni(OH)2 barrier can become insurmountable to even those electrons
from the charged negative electrode. This conclusion is drawn from the destructive
physical analyses of cells which have been short-circuited for years: the apparent
oxidation state of the nickel in the active material is always found to exceed +2,
indicating the presence of at least some trivalent nickel. The analyses typically show
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about 5% NiOOH in the active material and it has been observed that the discharged
active material is 13-Ni(OH)2. For the most part, however, the active material is
accessible for discharge, and this is largely at about the same energy or voltage.
Highly resistive regions do not compromise all of the capacity because the positive
electrodes behave much like a network of innumerable parallel resistors (Figure 3).
The high resistance paths are simply bypassed until all of the active material in low
resistance regions is discharged. Only then is the more isolated material discharged.
The highly resistive nature of the 13-Ni(OH)2 is due, only in part, to the lack of water in
its interlaminar regions. As this bivalent hydroxide ripens, its structure becomes more
and more regular (ordered), and it is the highly ordered form of 13-Ni(OH)2 which
shows such poor electrical conductivity. Water is not the only defect in the structure
which can enhance the electrical conductivity of the material: even traces of higher
oxidation state material like NiOOH can have a profound effect. And so, while it might
seem desireable to achieve total reduction of the higher oxidation state nickel when
discharging a cell, it is preferable to leave traces of the Ni(lll) and Ni(IV) within the
active material matrix to act as defects as the 13-Ni(OH)2 ripens over time. Fortunately,
leaving some undischarged material is unavoidable as discussed earlier.
Charged positive electrodes have been found to contain (_-NiOOH, I3-NiOOH, 1,_
NiOOH, and some form of tetravalent Ni which, for simp!icity, will be described here as
NiO2. The I3-NiOOH and _,-NiOOH are the important charging products. It is generally
accepted that the beta structure is more conductive thar_ the gamma structure, but the
key issue is the structures themselves. On charging of the cell 13-Ni(OH)2 is smoothly
oxidized to 13-NiOOH with only minor changes in the crystal structure. The interlaminar
distance opens slightly, from 0.46nm to 0.48rim. y-NiOOH on the other hand is a
product of charging (z-Ni(OH)2 or of prolonged overcharging of 13-NiOOH, and this, as
with the c{-Ni(OH)2, is a much more open structure. Cell dimensions indicating an
interlaminar spacing of 2.1nm have been reported. The separation of the Ni-O planes
in this structure is attributed to the incorporation of K+ ions which are drawn into the
structure during charging and expelled during discharging.
Because the _,-NiOOH is a poorer conductor than the 13-NiOOH, the _NiOOH material
discharges at a lower voltage and is therefore a less desireable product of cell
charging. However, it is the precursor to (z-Ni(OH)2, and in that respect it is more
desireable to form _NiOOH on cell charging. By forming y-NiOOH through extended
overcharging, (z-Ni(OH)2 will be formed on subsequent discharge, and this more
conductive form of discharged material will provide a lower energy barrier between the
active material and the nickel sinter. This is why some capacity lost to the low voltage
discharge can be recovered through severe overcharging of the cell: any active
material which has not been isolated by highly resitive 13-Ni(OH)2 is charged, first to 13-
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NiOOH and then on to _,-NiOOH. This opens the structure of the active material
allowing H20 and K+ between the layers of Ni and O atoms. On discharge, a
significant amount of o¢-Ni(OH)2 is formed in the pores of the sinter. Repeated cycling
(over-charging and discharging) slowly works H20 into the structure of the active
material. This is not likely to be an efficient process, and so, total recovery of capacity
is not expected. When the _-Ni(OH)2 becomes highly ordered (dehydrated) after
prolonged storage, it is not easily re-hydrated and therefore it remains highly resistive.
The hypothesis that the loss of useful capacity is a dehydration process is consistent
with most of the factors delineated in Table 1. Dehydration of either form of Ni(OH)2 is
thermodynamically favorable, and so, the discharged, active material has a natural
tendancy to lose water and become less conductive. But dehydration is a slow
process and can be virtually eliminated at very low temperatures (cf. Table 2).
Dehydration could readily occur in cells with no H2 precharge as is the case in Ni-Cd
and negative-limited Ni-H2 cells, and some low voltage discharge plateau has been
observed in both of these cell designs (Table 2). Recovery of capacity by overcharge
and trickle charge is not surprising when these reactions at the positive electrode are
examined (Table 3). The trickle charge reaction is the same as the overcharge
reaction: both consume hydroxide ions, but more important, both generate H20 within
the active material and this is the source for the "re-hydration" process. The final factor
described in Table 1 is not obviously connected to dehydration of active material.
The sensitivity of capacity loss to the rigidity of the plaque is due to the significant
changes in the volume of active material as a function of state-of-charge. Zimmerman
and Effa have clearly demonstrated that the intrinsic volume of discharged material ([3-
Ni(OH)2) is considerably larger in a fully discharged cell than in a partly charged cell
(Figure 4). This implies that when a cell is fully discharged, the active material swells
inside the pores of the nickel sinter creating stresses within the positive electrode.
These stress can be relieved by expansion of the pores or by squeezing water from
the Ni(OH)2 structure to reduce its volume. Expansion of the pores is a function of the
rigidity of the plaque, and for plaque with a high bend strength, this is less likely. This
leaves only the dehydration option. Given that dehydration of Ni(ll) hydroxides is
already thermodynamically favorable, the stresses created by rigid plaque can only
accelerate the process. And given that the highly conductive o¢-Ni(OH)2 occupies
much more volume than the less conductive _-Ni(OH)2, more rigid plaque should
favor formation of _-Ni(OH)2.
Closely related to the issue of rigid plaque is loading levels: electrodes which are
heavily loaded, like rigid plaque, are less able to expand to accommodate c_-Ni(OH)2
as the cell is discharged. And so, such electrodes are more likely to enhance the
formation of the highly resistive, dehydrated _-Ni(OH)2 which leads to the secondary
voltage plateau. It has been pointed out that plaque contains large void volumes
even after being heavily loaded, but it should also be pointed out that access to these
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voids is the issue. It is unlikely that any form of nickel hydroxide has any ductility to
speak of, and therefore, as it expands, it is unlikely that it would flow into any available
voids. Instead, it will create stresses within the electrode pores and spontaneously
dehydrate.
The hypothesis that the loss of useful capacity is a dehydration process is not
consistent with all of the factors delineated in Table 1. These inconsistencies are
explained when a more general description of the process is used. It is the highly
ordered form of 13-Ni(OH)2 which is a poor conductor, and the presence of crystal
defects, like H20, enhance its conductivity. Other defects, however, are possible and
are vital to maintaining good conductivity within the active material. Either form of
NiOOH serves this purpose well. Besides providing Ni3+ defects within the 13-Ni(OH)2
structure, neither form of NiOOH has as much tendancy to dehydrate as the two forms
of Ni(OH)2 and the y-NiOOH brings with it K+ ions which further disrupt the highly
regular structure of the 13-Ni(OH)2. The need for NiOOH within the discharged active
material explains the observations that cells with a hydrogen precharge and cells
stored in the shorted condition are more likely to develop a secondary plateau (Tables
1 and 2).
The NiOOH defects can be removed from the active material matrix by any or all of the
reactions listed in Table 3 for self discharge at the nickel electrode. The first reaction
listed does not require hydrogen; it is the mechanism for self discharge of Ni-Cd cells.
If it occurs in a Ni-H2 cell, it is evidently coupled to the self discharge reaction under
"At the Platinum Electrode or on Any Nio Surface" (Table 3), because 02 does not
accumulate during Ni-H2 cell self discharge. Nevertheless, in a discharged cell, the
higher oxidation state nickel ions are spontaneously removed from the matrix by the
electrolyte and by any hydrogen precharge, the greater the H2 precharge, the more
thoroughly the NiOOH can be removed from the matrix. Inasmuch as residual NiOOH
is always found in Ni-H2 cells, even those stored for long periods with a hydrogen
precharge, it can be said that this reduction process is not absolutely complete.
The intrinsic nature of each electrode in a fully discharged cell is very much a function
of the precharge on the cell (Tables 4A and 4B). With either cell design, the open
circuit voltage of the positive electrode should lie at least 100 mV positive of the
negative electrode (Table 5). This means that in either design the positive electrode is
inherently electron-deficient with respect to the negative electrode. When, however,
the electrodes are shorted together after full discharge, the potential of each electrode
is driven to exactly the same value and this causes the positive electrode to become
artificially electron-rich (and the negative, artificially electron-poor). This electron-rich
environment will enhance the reduction NiOOH defects in the active material. This is
why cells stored shorted consistently show a greater proclivity for the secondary
plateau (Table 2). On the other hand, when a cell is stored at open circuit after
discharge, each electrode remains at its intrinsic rest potential and an artificially
electron-rich (reducing) environment is not created within the positive electrode.
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Purely in terms of mitigating the secondary voltage plateau, it is apparent that the
negative limited cell (that with a positive precharge) is preferable. With its positive
precharge, a higher concentration of NiOOH defects remain in the active material
matrix after fully discharging the cell. But other storage issues should be considered.
Because NiOOH can be reduced by H20 to produce 02, as described earlier, it should
not be expected that a negative limited cell will retain its precharge as NiOOH. Rather,
on prolonged storage, the positive precharge is probably inventoried as 02 gas. The
disadvantage of this is that the precharge is then no longer confined to the positive
electrode; it is free to move throughout the cell. As the cell is recharged, H2 will be
generated at the negative electrode, and the H2 + 02 recombination to form H20 will
quickly follow. But prior to recharge, the liberated oxygen gas can be problematic. In
an alkaline solution, as in the Ni-H2 cell, oxygen can readily dissolve platinum metal
from the negative electrode by:
2Pro + 02 + 4OH- + 2H20 ---_ 2Pt(OH)42-
Other platinum oxidation processes can be written, and all of them show that the
platinum becomes a soluble material which can diffuse throughout the cell. Only the
oxidized platinum which remains in contact with the negative electrode would be
reduced back to Pt metal on charging the cell. When the negative limited cell is stored
shorted, the oxidation of Pt from the negative can proceed without the need for the 02
shuttle. In this case the electron deficiency created at the negative is enough to drive
the oxidation reaction.
Conclusions
The loss of some capacity after prolonged storage of Ni-H2 batteries and battery cells
is unavoidable; it is simply a consequence of confining several elements, each
existing in two or more oxidation states, to a single container for extended periods.
Thermodynamically, the oxidation-reduction reactions are highly spontaneous as are
the deleterious dehydration reactions which cause the active material to lose its
conductivity. But the rates of these reactions, particularly below room temperature
become sufficiently slow to make capacity losses acceptably small. Other measures,
besides low temperature storage can further decrease the rate of capacity-draining
reactions. The discharge prior to cell storage should be somewhat modest, i.e. it
should not be so thorough as to drive both electrodes to the same voltage (a zero volt
open circuit condition). The use of minimal hydrogen precharge, and open circuit
storage of the cells also slow the reduction of NiOOH in the active material. With such
relatively simple precautions, it should be possible to store Ni-H2 batteries and battery
cells for prolonged periods with virtually no capacity loss to a low voltage plateau.
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Figure 1 Two discharge profiles: one with a small secondary plateau and another
with a significant secondary plateau.























Ni(OH) 2 / NiOOH
NiOOH / NiO 2
Figure 2. Relative energies of electrons in the various materials in the Nickel-
Hydrogen cell electrodes. For a single electron the ordinate is expressed in electron
volts; for one Coulomb, this axis would be in expressed Joules.
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Figure 3. A parallel resistor model illustrating the many different resistive barriers
between the nickel sinter and the active material. The boxes represent regions of
active material, and the arrows within those boxes are in the direction of the charging
reaction. The length of a particular resistor is an indication of its relative resistance.
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From: A.H. Zimmerman and P.K. Effa, Niqkel Hydroxide Active Material
Densities,, Aerospace Technical Memorandum SD-TR-88-02, Aerospace

















Figure 4 The volume of active material as a function of state of charge for a nickel
electrode containing 10% cobalt hydroxide in the active material.
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Table 1
CHARACTERISTICS of the SECONDARY
VOLTAGE PLATEAU PROBLEM
It diminishes useful capacity (up to 30% loss).
The total capacity is essentially retained, but a
significant portion is shifted to a
discharge voltage of less than 0.9 V
It develops relatively slowly, even at room temperature.
The rate of development is clearly affected by temperature.
It is almost non-existent at OoC and below.
The severity of the problem depends upon cell precharge.
It is sensitive to the presence of H2 pressure.
The plateau is more prominent in cells stored shorted.
It diminishes charge efficiency.
Cells with this plateau show premature oxygen
evolution.
Capacity loss can be recovered with severe overcharging.
The problem is somewhat mitigated with trickle charge.
It seems to be sensitive to physical properties (rigidity) of the
plaque.
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Table 2
REFERENCE DATA
From: H. Vaidyanathan, Long-TQrm Storage of Nickel-
Hy(;Ir0gen Cells, COMSAT Laboratories, Clarksburg, MD
20871-9475
Five cells were fully discharged and stored open-circuit at room
temperature. After 30 days, all five cells had retained at least
71% of initial capacity.
Fully discharged cells stored open circuit at 0oc retained more
than 90% of initial capacity after 253 days in storage, and cells
stored at -20oc showed 103% of initial capacity after similar
storage period.
With -20oc, 0oc, and room temperature storage of fully
discharged, open circuited cells, those with a negative
precharge (residual H2 pressure after discharge) always lost
the greater fraction of initial capacity.
From:B. Vyas and M.P. Bernhardt, Effects of the Mode of
Storaoe on the CaDacitv Fadino of the Sintered Nickel
_, 1981 G0ddard Battery Workshop.
Loss in Capacity for Ni-Cd Cells
STORAGE C(;)NDITION STORAGE TEMPERATURE
Shorted
Open Circuit
Room TemD. 60oc 80oc
5 30 37
2 6 17




At the Nickel Electrode
Ni(OH)2 + OH- NiOOH + H20 + e-
NiOOH + OH-
At the Platinum Electrode
NiO2 + H20 + e-
2 H20 + 2e-
Overcharge
At the Nickel Electrode
H2 + 2 OH-
4 OH- 2H20 + 02 + 4e-
At the Platinum Electrode
2 H20 + 2e- H2 + 2 OH-
Self Discharge
At the Nickel Electrode
4 NiOOH + 2 H20
2 NiOOH + H2
NiO2 + H2 .__
At the Platinum Electrode or on
2 H2 + 02
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Table 4B
THE NEGATIVE LIMITED CELL
-Will contain n_.o residual hydrogen, not even adsorbed to the
negative electrode.
-Will contain electrochemically available NiOOH in the positive
electrodes.
-All remaining NiOOH will continue to be reduced, but by H20
-Oxygen gas could accumulate in the discharged ceil.
Shorted for Storaqe
-Both electrodes will be driven to the same potential.
-The positive electrode will enhance oxidation at the negative
electrode, and with no adsorbed H2 to be oxidized:
2 Pt + 02 + 2 H20 + 4 OH- --_ 2 Pt(OH)42-
-The negative electrode will drive electrons into the positive
electrode thereby accelerating the reduction of electrochemically
available NiOOH.
Open Circuit for Storaqe
-Each electrode is allowed to achieve its rest potential.
-Neither electrode drives the other.
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Table 4A
THE POSITIVE LIMITED CELL
-Will contain a residual pressure of hydrogen gas after full
discharge. The negative electrode will, therefore, contain
adsorbed hydrogen.
-Will contain no electrochemically available NiOOH in the active
material (positive electrode) after full discharge.
-Non-electrochemically available NiOOH will continue to be
reduced, either by H20 or by H2. The extent and rate of this
reduction will depend largely on the amount of H2 precharge.
Shorted for Storage
-Both electrodes will be driven to the same potential.
-This will enhance oxidation of the adsorbed layer of H2 at the Pt
(negative) electrode.
-Reduction of Ni(OH)2 and Co(OH)2 in the positive electrode will
be enhanced.
-The artificially induced reducing environment in the nickel
(positive) electrode will drive the reduction of NiOOH.
Open Circuit for Storage
-Each electrode is allowed to achieve
-Neither electrode drives the other.
its rest potential.
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Table 5
ESTIMATES of ELECTRODE REST POTENTIALS
For Two Cell Designs
The positive limited cell:
The negative electrode is Pt/H2, OH- E = -0.85 V vs N.H.E.
The positive electrode is Ni/Ni(OH)2, OH- E = -0.73 Vvs N.H.E.
The neaative limited cell:
The negative electrode is Pt/Pt(OH)2, OH- E = +0.15 V vs N.H.E.
The positive electrode is Ni/Ni(OH)2, NiOOH E = +0.47 V vs N.H.E.
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Table 6
SUMMARY
.The active material in a fully discharged cell is a mixture of (_-Ni(OH)2, 13-
Ni(OH)2, and higher oxidation state hydroxides of Ni, principally 13-NiOOH.
-This material is an excellent electrical conductor and therefore is easily
charged•
-The excellent conductivity is due to:
.The presence of cc-Ni(OH)2 because of its open
lattice which holds H20 molecules between Ni-O
planes•
•The presence of Ni(lll) and Ni(IV) hydroxides and
oxides• These create defects in the 13-Ni(OH)2 lattice as it forms.
Also, these hydroxides do not readily dehydrate•
-Over extended storage:
.The bivalent hydroxides dehydrate, and the oxyhydroxides are
reduced.
•A highly ordered form of beta-Ni(OH)2 slowly forms. This material is
a poor electrical conductor.
-Dehydration is thermodynamically favorable and is accelerated by:
•Elevated temperature
•Compression of the active material by rigid plaque•
-Reduction of the oxyhydroxides is also thermodynamically favorable and is
accelerated by:
.High pressure hydrogen (hydrogen precharge)
.Shorting the positive electrode to the negative electrode during
storage
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Table 7
RECOMMENDATIONS
-Use minimal negative precharge after cell activation.
-Store cells at low temperature (ca. OoC).
-Store cells in open circuit condition after full discharge.
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Table 8
ADDITIONAL REFERENCES
P.C. Milner and U.B. Thomas, Advances in Electrochemistry and
Electrochemical Engineering, Interscience Publishers (1967), New
York, C.W. Tobias (ed.), 5, 1-86.
R.S. McEwen, "Crystallographic Studies on Nickel Hydroxide and the
Higher Nickel Oxides," J. Phys. Chem., 1782-1789, 75, (1971 ).
R. Barnard, G.T. Crickmore, J.A. Lee, and F.L. Tye, "The Causes of
Residual Capacity in Nickel Oxyhydroxide Electrodes," J. Appl.
Electrochem., 1O, 61-70, (1980).
D.H. Fritts, "The Mechanics of Electrochemically Coprecipitated Cobalt
Hydroxide in Nickel Hydroxide Electrodes," J. Electrochem. Soc., 129,
118-122, (1982).
B. Mani and J.P. de Neufville, "Dehydration of Chemically and
Electrochemically Impregnated (CI and El) Nickel Hydroxide
Electrodes, J. Eiectrochem. Soc., 135, 800-803, (1988).
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Electrolyte Concentration Effects
on Ni-H2 Battery Cells
A. Gibney
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Table q CHARGE RETURN DURING TRICKLE CHARGE 0°C,
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Table 5 CHARGE RETURN DURING TRICKLE CHARGE 24°C,
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9raft of presentation"
" Evaluation of developing Ni-H2 cell components" _9_8. GSFC'_attery borkshop
Last year, we presented the halfway status of Ni-H2 cell development in Japan,
and mainly showed the results of R_D focused on each component such as
electrodes, pressure vessel and terminal.
The mechanical features of Ni-H2 cell had been specified, and now we are
validating the fabrication process of mechanical components and cell.
On the other hand, cell system studies focused on the electrical performance had
been initiated at the beginning of this year, succeeding R&D of elecrochemical
components.
I'm going to present some results of the cycle tests that we are conducting now
to specify the electrochemical features of Ni-H2 cell stack.
Fig. i
Here are requirements of Ni-H2 cell and cell configuration.
The reuirements explicitly provide only for GEO mission because cell development
involved Ni-H2 battery space experiment on GEO.
However, life of 30,000 cycles at 40_ DOD is also expected for LEO applications
in the development.
Maximum operating pressure of 70 kg/sq.cm is specified for vessel design.
The cell stack consists of 34 pairs of electrodes with a back-to-back
configuration.
To examine the several different kinds of electrodes and separator advanced in
preceding R&D, and the effect of some additives, _e are evaluating the cells
vhose electrochemical features are summarized in next figure.
Fig. 2
On the positive electrode, substrate is made of dry sintered nickel porous
plaque on nickel screen mesh.
Nickel hydroxide is impregnated on substrate by electrochemical method.
N-STD is a electrode with cobalt hydroxide as a additive.
N-CD3 is a electrode containing cadmium hydroxide as well as cobalt additive.
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On the negative electrode, catalyst layer of H-STU is made from mixture with Pt
black catalyst and PTF£ binder, and is thermally treated after pressed over
nickel mesh grid.
H-DP is a electrode containing two different sized pores, Large pores of which
are formed through thermal decomposition of some agent added to the catalyst
layer.
This electrode H-DP showed lower polarization than H-STD as presented later, and
become a promising electrode at present,
On the separator. S-ZAI is a paper made of Buthyl latex binder and fiber mixture
which consists of zirconium-oxide and asbestos.
S-ZA2 is a modified paper with dual layer structure.
S-TF uses PTFE instead of Buthyl latex.
The stack of BPI, BP2. RMI and so on are put into boiler-plate case. which has
the same inner diameter as the cell pressure vessel.
PVI, PV2 and PV3 are flight type cells, using developed pressure vessels.
On the other hand. the stack of RM| and so on consist of 12 pairs of electrode,
so approximately one third scale model for those of BPI and BP2.
Additionally, the potassium hydroxide electrolyte of RM5 and RM6 contains
lithium hydroxide as a additive.
Another design parameters such as preload on the stack and hydrogen pre-pressure
were set up at the same level in cell assembly process.
Fig. 3
This table briefly summarizes design features of each electrodes and separator.
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On the ce[l evaluations, _e are conducting two k_nds of cycie test.
One means severe cycle regimes, accelerating the conditions of LEO applications.
The other simulates the cycle regimes of GEO applications.
Fig. 4
Here are cycle regimes, and we simply call them as LEO and GEO simulation test.
Fig. 5
Concerning temperature control, heat from boiler-plate cells is rejected by
circulating coolant around the case wail.
Fig. 6
Flight type cells are put into the test box in which coolant is circulating
around the cells. Pressure is measured by transducer connecting fill tube.
Now, I'm going to present some results of cycle tests, especially of LEO cycle.
Up to now, GEO cycle tests did not show any distinct results from LEO.
This may be due to lower stress for the cell stacks.
Fig. 7
This is a comparison of the initial charge and discharge characteristics of BPI
and ?VI, which have the same stack with put into different case.
The difference in voltage is mainly due to Ohmic resistances of terminal and so
ON.
Fig. 8
This is data of BPI and PV! at 500 cycles.
The pressure increase during the cycle test is about 2 kg/sq.cm on PVI and about
6 kg/sq.cm on BP[. We consider it is very important issue to limit the pressure
increase in Ni-H2 cell.
Fig. 9
This is data of RM2 and RM4 at 2nd cycle.
R_4 used H-DP as negative electrodes, and shows better voltage characteristics
than RM2 using H-STD. So, we consider H-DP with two dfferent sized pores is a
promising negative electrode.
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Fi_. lO
This is data of RM4, RM6 and RM1Z at 1200 cycles.
RM6 contains lithium hydroxide in electrolyte.
Rffl2 uses N-CD3 positive electrode containing cadmium hydroxide besides cobalt
hydroxide.
We are concerned about Cd migration to negative electrodes in RMI2, but there
ave not any signs of Cd migration from an el_ctrical view point.
The voltage rise of RM6 at the latter part of charge is very clear, and will be
convenient to charge control systems.
Fig. II
This shows charge characteristics of RM6 in initial capacity measurement.
Fig. 12
This is similar data of PW6 5ter lO00 cycles.
The voltage rise at the latter part of charge occurs about 60 minutes earlier.
And, there is EOC pressure increase of about 1 kg/sq.cm from initial measuement.
Fig.13
This shows discharge characteristics of RM6 in initial capacity measurement.
Fig. 14
This is similar data of RM6 after 1000 cycles.
Discharge time until cell voltage reached 1.0 volt is about 10 minutes shorter,
but there are not found any degradations in voltage.
Now we are fabricating the 16 flight type cells for EM space experiment battery.
These cells have the same electrochemical features as RM6, which has indicated
good performance up to now.
However, we have about one year until specifying the design features of a space
experiment cell.
So, we will continue system studies including DPA of cells now under testing and
the cell evaluations with newly advanced features, in order to improve the Ni-H_
cell performance.
Fig. 15
At the end, this summarizes main issues we have to take measures with the cell
evaluations.
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